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THE PROBLEM

To evaluate recent developments in tests for the hearing of speech.

FINDINGS

Three-mono-syllable-per-item tests with closed-response sets are significant advances over earlier tests using single monosyllable items or sentences in test methodology.

APPLICATION

The results contribute to the development of methods for assessing auditory performance for submarine and shipboard duty.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This investigation was conducted as part of Naval Medical Research and Development Command Research Work Unit Number MF58, 524, 004-92044.

On the use of a three-words-per-item format in tests for the hearing of speecha)

J. Donald Harris
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Single-word lists and sentence lists each have their own advantages and disadvantages for testing hearing for speech. A short history is offered of the attempts since 1941 to achieve the advantages of sentential material by presenting strings of grammatically unrelated words. Such material retains the several advantages of single-word tests. At least two recent tests using a three-monosyllables-per-item format with closed-response sets are seen to make significant advances over earlier tests in maximizing advantages and minimizing disadvantages of material presented.

PACS numbers: 43.70.Ep, 43.70.Dn

In pronouncing single words in isolation as a test for the hearing of speech, some workers have expressed dissatisfaction with (a) the time it takes to obtain responses to a relatively few stimuli and (b) the loss of all the acoustic cues of prosody and intonation and of simpler transitions in going from one word to the next. Haagen (1945) noted that word order, speaking rate, and phrasing are variables not incorporated easily into single-word-per-item tests. Furthermore, he pointed to a "set" toward context which could aid in perception. Harris (1960) noted that brief verbal stimuli cannot well be used to study many of the important types of distortion found in everyday life. For example, it was said to make no sense to reverberate a single syllable, since, before the reverberation could have any effect, the information would already have been transmitted. Also, one cannot easily quantify the speedup of very brief syllables, nor equate interruption cycles from syllable to syllable.

Unwanted complexities often are added to a test when single-word lists are abandoned in favor of linguistically meaningful sentences. This point has been made many times. Efforts have been expended to secure the advantages of sentential material with much of the linguistic cueing removed. MacFarlan (1945) proposed lists of "Nonsense Sentences" (e.g., "Scissors cut holes in clouds," "You cannot write with a hammer"), where the subject had to repeat the exact words. Speaks and Jerger (1985) constructed nonsense sentences using strings of seven-words representing third-order approximations to actual English sentences (e.g., "Down by the time is real enough").

Linguistic cues cannot be avoided easily when using sentences, even with MacFarlan's or Speaks and Jerger's techniques. In addition, subjects' responses are difficult to score and interpret. In this regard, single-word tests are far superior in that write-down answers can be avoided altogether by using a closed set of possible responses. Such sets, properly constructed, can lead to phoneme confusion matrices and analyses of fine phoneme discriminations going far beyond Fletcher's (1929) concept of intelligibility as the "percent of ideas expressed in the form of simple test sentences which, after transmission, are correctly understood" (p. 264).

A compromise was advanced by Berger (1969) in which a single-word discrimination test is embedded in actual sentences. The subject listens to the sentence and thus has Haagen's (1945) "set" toward context, but the context does not allow distinguishing among the choices given. It is assumed that all five choice words are equally probable in each such sentence as the following:

weeds
seeds
reed
beads

"We found some wheels in the yard."

The subject underlines whichever one of the five choices he understood the talker to say.

Watson and Knudsen (1940) first moved from a single-word to a multiple-word presentation without linguistic content by having the talker utter an introductory carrier phrase and a string of three key words (e.g., "The first is balt, get, ret;" "Listen to bife, rim, let;" "Try to hear bcek, fie, wigh"). The phonemes underlined were the only ones scored. Watson and Knudsen constructed phonograph records of three-words-per-item tests with directions for assessing a patient's speech reception threshold. They credited L. W. Sepmeyer with constructing a list of 69 words, each suitable for examining reception of a particular English phoneme. For each item, the subject wrote down all key words heard. This is not a test of speech discrimination among words within an item; it is simply a quick way to present 75 words in one session.

This test would allow confusion matrices to be drawn by noting the phoneme written as compared with the target phoneme in each word, but it would be a laborious process and relatively inexact with its open-ended response possibilities. These disks were used by Watson and Knudsen in an extensive study of selective amplification for hearing aid wearers. Unfortunately, normative data were not published nor were the 16 permutations of words or the extremely valuable phonograph records ever released.
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a) The views expressed here are not necessarily the official position of the U.S. Navy.
Haagen (1945) reported a group of quick three-words-per-item, multiple-choice intelligibility tests. Words were drawn from a pool of 1200 one- or two-syllable words judged to be within the vocabulary of high school sophomores. These were listened to by 240–300 men, and the most frequent substitutions were used as foils in the final multiple-choice format. In Form A, for example, Talker 1 read eight items:

Item 1. swarm canvas quart

Item 8. knuckle dress screech

and the subject underlined on his answer sheet the words he heard:

Item 1. form campus court
warm canvas fort
swarm pamphlet port
storm panther quart

Item 8. uncle dread screech
buckle dress preach
knuckle rest reach
stucco red street

Talkers Nos. 2–12 each read eight similarly constructed items in order, for a total of 96 items (8 items for each of 12 talkers). Form B contained 96 similar items.

Haagen pointed out that a multiple-choice test, even of single words, can present about twice as many words per unit time as a write-down format, and that the use of a three-words-per-item format can reduce testing time by an additional one-half to two-thirds. Haagen's test is a quick way to administer any number of common words at any level (s) desired and can be adapted for machine scoring, but does not make it possible really to analyze errors. The full lists were printed, but never recorded.

Versions of multiple-word testing have recently been introduced with all the virtues of economy of Haagen's test and in which the most precise error analyses are made possible. Three monosyllables are pronounced as a string, with little or no linguistic connection, and closed-response sets are provided. An attempt is made with these tests to secure the following advantages of single-word tests: (a) easy group administration, (b) machine scoring, (c) the incorporation of the finest cues for phonetic discrimination, and (d) the creating and hyperfine analysis by computer of confusion matrices. At the same time they are designed to retain by a sentencelike utterance of real words the "set" of a subject expecting some sort of context and particularly to introduce all the qualities of perceptual cueing inherent in naturalistic phrasing, prosody, and coarticulation among adjacent words. As an additional goal, they are designed to minimize the linguistic cues ordinarily available.

Williams et al. (1976) developed a three-words-per-item test based upon the lists of the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) (House et al., 1965) which incorporates the acoustic features of sentential material, spoken and scored as the test of Haagen but allowing for all the powerful analyses of which the MRT is capable. Sergeant et al. (1979) have done the same but used the even more difficult discriminations of Griffiths' (1967) Diagnostic Articulation Test (DAT). These tests easily may come to displace their less efficient originals for the purposes of assessing communications efficiency either of a circuit or of an individual subject or patient. They illustrate well how by progressive stages a good original idea can be explored in depth to produce more and more powerful test instruments.

A feature of the DAT, as compared with the MRT, is that the DAT needs less degradation for use with normal talkers and listeners. With the MRT, for example, normal performance in quiet is 98% correct or better, so that it is necessary to add noise at really quite an unfavorable speech/noise ratio so that performance is reduced enough to avoid the "ceiling" effect. It is necessary with the DAT, because of its more difficult discriminations, to add noise at a significantly less intense level to achieve the same loss in performance. Now to the extent that adding noise changes the essential nature of a speech discrimination task, this difference between the MRT and the DAT is to the advantage of the DAT.

Suppose one wished to examine the effect of introducing controlled amounts of reverberation into a circuit. To be forced to introduce noise also (because otherwise the ceiling effect would render it impossible to uncover effects of slight reverberation) might well lead to an interaction between noise and reverberation which would obscure the exact effects of reverberation per se. In such cases it would be wise to introduce as little noise or any other degradation as possible.

The mating of the three-words-per-item format with lists of monosyllables, in particular the DAT, renders possible, really for the first time, a spectrum of experiments with respect both to talkers and to listeners. I suggest here some studies on talkers: comparing the enunciation of a word uttered in isolation versus in the middle of a three-word "sentence," with the use of either trained or naive listeners, or with computer analyses of the acoustics of the utterances:

(1) The experimenter could determine quite precisely how the enunciation of the medial phonemes, for any talker, varied with the particular phonemes of the initial and final words of the "sentence."

(2) Developmental schedules could be constructed for children of all ages, as easily as they could be induced to utter three-word strings, for the emergence of the adult form of the transitions from one phoneme to another in normal conversation, and it could be determined how these normal forms are eroded with the aging process.

(3) In children with true speech pathologies, as well as those who are simply a little late in forming the /s/,
It might be thought that the discriminations suggested here are hyperfine and of little practical consequence. But in my observations of the "speech and hearing therapist" in our public schools and neighborhood clinics, and in my readings in speech and hearing journals, I find that developmental schedules and norms for either speaking or listening are of the coarsest. Objective testing of the success (or failure) of "speech and hearing therapy" by a disinterested third party, as required by any reasonable accountability program, is quite unknown other than perhaps a general assessment of a child on a three-point scale ("shows no progress," "shows progress," "shows good progress"). The usual clinician has really an imprecise grasp of the speaking or hearing abilities of the client and can describe in only the grossest terms the outcome of a regimen. Fine-tuned tests to document stages of progress in an acceptable manner are only now being constructed.
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Single-word lists and sentence lists each have their own advantages and disadvantages for testing hearing for speech. A short history is offered of the attempts since 1941 to achieve the advantage of sentential material by presenting strings of grammatically unrelated words. Such material retains the several advantages of single-word tests. At least two recent tests using a three-monosyllables-per-item format with closed-response sets are seen to make significant advances over earlier tests in maximizing advantages.
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